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Who Can Think
About Aliens?

C

ould Copernicus think about aliens? We don’t
know for sure, but we do know he could think
about views that
challenged those
of his time and
those held by the
organization that
both housed and
employed him. He
held the position of
canon, a lay priest,
with Frombork’s
cathedral in Torun,
Poland, from the
age of 21 until
his death in 1543.
When his duties
allowed, he studied
astronomy
and
wrote. The Church
didn’t approve of
the 40-page book
he wrote in about
1514 asserting the sun was the centre of the universe;
in fact, the Church deemed it heretical. However, the
Church did not punish or persecute this part-time
astronomer while he was alive.

Giordano Bruno could think about aliens. A
philosopher and one-time priest in sixteenth century
Italy, he wrote in his work, On the Infinite Universe
and Worlds: “Innumerable suns exist; innumerable
earths
revolve
around
these
suns....Living
beings
inhabit
these
worlds.”
Authorities from
the
Catholic
Church
brought
charges
against
Bruno for the
ideas
expressed
in his writing.
After a seven-year
imprisonment, he
was burned alive at
the stake in 1600.
Like Copernicus,
retired
McGill
Un iversit y
professor
Don
Donderi, Ph.D., was
able to study his side interests within the protection of
an established institution. While Donderi was in his
Photo by Albert Ziganshin
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See ALIENS on page 16

Have Faith
& Be Happy
By Jessica Lazaruk

H

aving faith is like believing in magic. You can’t see
it, hear it or touch it, because it is a concept, but
you can feel the presence of faith in your heart. Many
people associate faith with religious belief, but faith also
encompasses spiritual belief and belief in humanity.
Faith is difficult to have and keep because it’s a concept,
not a physical object, but it’s important to have, because
it makes the hard times easier and gloomy days brighter.
Imagine you woke up one morning on the wrong
side of the bed. You go to the kitchen to make coffee,
and the coffee machine is broken. Immediately, you
assume everything will go wrong today. After hurrying
out the door to stop at Tim Horton’s before work you
are still thirty minutes late to work. You walk into the
office, and everyone is staring at you.
The series of unfortunate events that has begun your
day leaves you in a sour disposition, and after noticing
the coffee stain on your shirt, you believe people were
staring in disgust at your sloppiness.
Now imagine you wake up one morning on the
wrong side of the bed. You go to the kitchen to make
coffee, and the machine is broken. But you decide to
place faith in the universe that somehow your day will
turn out alright. You rush out the door so you can stop
at Tim Horton’s before work and you make it to the
See FAITH on page 18
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The Year of the Bean
Beans are our legacy. They could also be our
culinary key to surviving the 21st century.

T

he UN has named 2016 the “International Year
of Pulses.” No, they’re not talking about that
throbbing vein in our necks. Put more simply, this is
The Year of the Bean. And it’s about time.
Beans, lentils, legumes, pulses – call these proteinrich, pod-enclosed seeds whatever you like –
are our legacy. Most of us come from cultures
where cheap beans, not costly meats, were –
and in some cases still are – a staple protein.
But most of us have strayed from that traditional
cuisine. We have abandoned the rich variety of
leguminous flavours, shapes and colours for the
flashy cheap date of factory-farmed meat, milk,
cheese and eggs.
We need to do a one-eighty. Why? Because
it’s 2016.
Beans and other pulses, together with their
partner in cheap, plant-based protein, cereal
grains, are the greenest, most sustainable way
to feed the world.
In a report several years ago, the United
Nations Environmental Programme cautioned
that as we hurtle toward a collision between
mounting
overpopulation,
diminishing
agricultural capacity and accelerating climate
change, “a substantial reduction of impacts
[will] only be possible with a substantial
worldwide diet change, away from animal
products.”
Last year, the nutritional scientists tasked
with advising the U.S. government on its
Dietary Guidelines for Americans (commonly
known as the Food Pyramid or MyPlate) wrote
to the decisionmakers in Washington:
“A dietary pattern higher in plant-based foods, such
as vegetables, fruits, whole grains, legumes, nuts, and
seeds, and lower in animal-based foods is more health
promoting and is associated with lesser environmental
impact than is the current average U.S. diet. The U.S.
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Year of Pulses. But they do for the unofficial Year of
the Bean, because they’re all part of the same botanical
family which so admirably helps fill the gap in protein,
iron and zinc that can arise when we eat less animal
food.
It’s true that, ounce for ounce, fresh, frozen or cooked
dried beans don’t pack the same punch as meat, fish,
milk and eggs when it comes to those
nutrients. But that needn’t be an issue.
Even vegans, who eat no animal
food whatsoever, can more than meet
their protein and trace mineral needs
with help from beans, as nutritional
authorities like the American Dietetic
Association attest.
The fact is North Americans adults
typically eat much more protein
(around 80 grams per day) than
nutritionists say we need (around 50
to 60 grams, depending on gender or
weight). Overdo it, and our kidneys
feel the strain.
So swap out three ounces of chicken
(25.7 grams of protein) from your
curry with three ounces of chick peas
(7.4 grams) and you’ll probably still
be eating too much protein. If not – if,
say, you’re a senior losing bone mass,
which requires calcium and protein –
it’s not exactly a hardship to enjoy a
cup of nicely seasoned chick peas (14.5
grams of protein) or a smaller serving
of protein-rich soy. Three ounces of
calcium-set firm tofu will give you
The many faces of beans: a staple protein for a planet-friendly diet.
14.5 grams of protein and nearly 700
the practice of its Food and Agriculture Organization, milligrams of calcium.
“Less is more” may also apply to the type of iron
the UN classifies legumes that are sold fresh, not
dried (think green beans, frozen peas, edamame) that abounds in red meat. By eating less of it and more
as vegetable crops, not pulses. Nor do peanuts and of the nonheme iron found in beans and other plant
soybeans, which are traded and classified as oilseeds, foods, men and postmenopausal women may actually
get to wear a party hat for the official International
See BEANS on page 8
population should be encouraged to move towards the
dietary pattern noted above while decreasing overall
total calories.”
So when the UN dedicates a year to the bean, it’s not
just pumping a commodity.
Mind you, it is classifying it that way, and we need to
correct that before we go any further. In keeping with

Photo by Elena Schweitzer
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Whole-Self Care
The Art of Balance

By PAT HIRST

“Those who think they do have not time for
bodily exercise will sooner or later have to find
time for illness.”–Edward Stanley, Earl of Derby
(1826–93)

W

e live in a world ruled by technology. The
average person gets a ring, ping or ding
every three seconds alerting them to the demands
of others. As a person over 50, I feel the additional
pinch of being in the sandwich generation – one
that cares for and supports elders and children at
the same time. Most people work almost 24/7,
being connected to work through technology.
Looking after everyone’s needs, including those
at home, work and in the community, can be
exhausting. How often do you feel like you are
taking better care of other people in your life than
you are of yourself? Do you spend enough time
taking care of you?
For us to be productive and healthy, we have
to look after our whole selves. The whole person
is made up of four main parts: the mind, body,
heart and spirit. For us to be at our best, we need
mental, physical, emotional and spiritual health.
Taking care of all these parts is more easily said
than done. When we finally move our focus away
from others and think about ourselves, it is easy
to look at only one element of our health. Some
people emphasize spiritual health, focusing on
meditation while eating primarily processed
foods. Others focus on the physical side – hitting
the gym every day – but may find themselves
feeling emotionally disconnected and alone.

The art of self-care is to incorporate the stewardship
of all elements of ourselves as much as possible each
day. The physical side is obvious. If you cannot move
or are physically unwell, everything else is difficult.
In this busy world, what are some simple and
practical steps we can use to help take care of all of
our parts?
Physical Self: Exercise every day – even if it is only
for 10 minutes. Physical activity is the cornerstone
of our health. As a physician friend of mine likes
to say, “motion is lotion.” Doing something is
better than doing nothing. Many of us in our jobs
sit for extended periods, which leads to higher rates
of illness. So stand up and move every 60 to 90
minutes. Take the stairs. Walk at lunch. Park at the
far end of the parking lot when you go to the store.
Eat whole foods, not processed. If you take in more
calories than you need, your body stores them as fat.
Breathe deeply. Use good posture. Keep hydrated
with water.

Mental Self: Be open to learning new things. Read.
Listen. Observe. Engage in conversations with
others who have different perspectives. Set goals for
developing new knowledge and skills. Be willing
to teach others – this helps our minds. Use positive
self-talk. You will figure things out. You can learn.
If you feel mentally unwell, go see a professional.
Getting a diagnosis and help is a good way to ensure
mental health.

Spiritual Self: Spend time alone with your
thoughts. Meditation, yoga, prayer are a few ways
to connect with what is within you. Communing
with others in these ways can enhance the light you
feel within yourself, which you can manifest with
others.
Other factors will affect all components of our
health. Do you get enough sleep? Do you get
enough vitamins and minerals? Do you proactively
solve problems in life or worry and fret? The best
way to look after our whole self is to find things to
do that engage more than just one part of us. Go
for a walk with a friend instead of going out for a
meal. Go see a concert in the company of a friend
and enjoy the music and fellowship.
Moving, talking and connecting will support all
four components. It has been said the best time to
plant a tree is 20 years ago; the next best time is
today. Don’t let your gas tank get empty. Think
of yourself, care for yourself and nurture all four
components so that you can
enjoy your life!

Emotional Self: Focus on the positive. Connect with
others who bring positivity to your life and consider
terminating or reducing the time you spend with
those who are draining. Do things that bring you joy
and make you happy. Spend quality time with those

Pat Hirst is a speaker, trainer
and mediator in Winnipeg
and the author of In a Perfect
World: Interpersonal Skills
for Life.
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Have you noticed our new masthead?
“Enlighten Up!” is an expression that’s resonated with me for years, eliciting images
of curiosity, adventure and spiritually exciting learning and discovery.
Over the past 22 years of working for The Aquarian, I have come to associate these
same qualities with the newspaper.
In 2012, when I took over as publisher, I began incorporating my favourite catchphrase
as a new tagline – first on Facebook, then on our website and now in the newspaper
itself.
WE ARE STILL THE AQUARIAN, the same thought-provoking newspaper (24
years and counting), website, team, goals and philosophy. But it’s time for a new look
– a fresh coat of paint on the Age of Aquarius. We hope you will embrace the change
and “enlighten up” with us!
The Aquarian is thriving, growing our readership, content and advertisers at a time
when many newspapers find themselves slowing down or closing down. So thank you
all for your continued encouragement and input!
Kristi Dorian, Publisher
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who are the most important to you. Have fun! Try
new things. Express your feelings to a person who
you feel safe with if you are troubled. Hobbies help
you express yourself and can elevate health in all
areas. Listening to music, dancing, playing games
and participating in sports can help us feel joy.

Email: healinginstyle@gmail.com
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Our Mission
The Aquarian is an informational and networking resource
for a thinking community; we have a progressive approach
to everything from health and spirituality to the environment
and politics.

The Aquarian InPrint is published quarterly by the first
week of March, June, September, and December.

Our Vision
We have personally seen the transformative impact that
exploring new and alternative ways of thinking can have
on individuals and communities. We provide an ongoing
opportunity for dialogue based on mutual respect, exploration
that leads to fulfilment and action that creates sustainability.

We welcome your suggestions, letters to the editor, writers’
queries, press releases, announcements and other input. We
may edit letters for length and readability.

www.aquarianonline.com

The Aquarian Online is available all day, every day.
Follow us on Twitter, @aquarianonline, or
LIKE us on Facebook.com/AquarianNewspaper

We strive to ensure editorial accuracy, but writers and
advertisers are responsible for the accuracy of their claims and
statements. The opinions and views expressed in articles do
not necessarily reflect those of The Aquarian or its advertisers.
All contents are copyright. We welcome reprint requests.
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E – The Environmental Magazine

How Trees Heal
Dear EarthTalk: How is it that being around
trees and other plants can help us feel good?
– Amy Mola, Greenville, SC

T

rees are known to improve air quality by
capturing six common air pollutants and toxic
gases: ground-level ozone, particulate matter, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide and lead.
In fact, a single tree can absorb 10 pounds of air
pollutants per year. In a study published in 2014, U.S.
Forest Service scientists and collaborators calculated
that trees are saving more than 850 human lives a year
and preventing 670,000 incidents of acute respiratory
symptoms. The researchers valued the human health
effects of the reduced air pollution at nearly $7 billion
every year.
“We found that, in general, the greater the tree cover,
the greater the pollution removal, and the greater the
removal and population density, the greater the value
of human health benefits,” says Dave Nowak of the
U.S. Forest Service.
More recently a 2015 study from the Centre for
Research in Environmental Epidemiology (CREAL)
in Barcelona, Spain found that children exposed to
more greenery – as measured by satellite imagery

of their schools and neighbourhoods –
demonstrated better attention skills and
memory development. While the association
was partly mediated by reductions in air
pollution, Mark Nieuwenhuijsen, one of
the study’s authors, noted that he and the
study’s other researchers don’t think it’s all
air pollution: “I think it’s also some kind of
direct effect … you see quite a beneficial
effect of green space on mental health.”
Numerous recent studies have focused
on the positive effects that exposure
to trees and nature has on our mental
health. A recent study published in the
journal Nature combined satellite imagery,
individual tree data and health surveys from
31,109 residents of the greater Toronto area,
and found that people who live in areas
with higher street tree density report better
health perception compared with their
peers living in areas with lower street tree density.
“People have sort of neglected the psychological
benefits of the environment,” says Marc G. Berman,
an author of the study and professor of psychology
at the University of Chicago. “I’m very interested in
how the physical environment affects the brain and
behaviour.”
Such studies correlate to the “biophilia hypothesis”
associated with German-born American psychoanalyst
Erich Fromm and Harvard evolutionary biologist
Edward O. Wilson. The hypothesis proposes that
humans have evolutionary biological and psychological
needs attached with the natural world. According
to the book, The Biophilia Hypothesis, co-edited by
Wilson and Yale social ecology professor Stephen R.
Kellert, relentless environmental destruction could
have a significant impact on our psychological and
spiritual quality of life.
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“Why do people bring flowers to the hospital all the
time? Is it just superficial? Is it just a nice gesture, nice
but not important? I would suggest that it is a much
deeper recognition of the healing effects associated
with affirming life,” Kellert told Yale 360. With over
80 percent of Americans living in urban areas, this
newer research implies an indispensable need for
growth and implementation in urban tree planting,
urban greening and biophilic design in educational
institutions and places of business for enriched
physical and mental health.
EarthTalk® is written and edited by Roddy Scheer
and Doug Moss and is a registered trademark of E
– The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.
com). Send questions to: earthtalk@emagazine.com.
Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe. Free
Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
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The Mystery that
Unites Us All
From birds and bees, to orangutans and octopuses,
we are bound to every creature by the gift of consciousness

Still, this is just a practical definition. It doesn’t get to
what consciousness really is.
It’s a question that has eluded the greatest of minds
y friend Tasty was very special to me. She was for millennia. Philosophers have puzzled over it and
incredibly bright. She’d engage me in play and scientists, too, haven’t been able to figure it out. Some
tell me what she wanted me to do. Deaf from birth, claim consciousness is an illusion. The vast majority of
she was a dog – an Australian Shepherd, to be precise. us would disagree with that, I think – and with good
She understood mirrors; she was surprisingly good at reason. I include myself on that one. But still, try and
tell me just what it is.
figuring out what I was likely to do next.
The theories to explain consciousness vary wildly.
Tasty was born in a research facility in Virginia.
When the experiments were done, she was scheduled Some say that mind and body are separate; others
to be killed. Fortunately for her and for me, a brave say mind and body are the same. “Consciousness is
veterinary student spirited her away instead. Through a fundamental property of the universe”; “it’s a sidea short chain of events, she came to live with me and effect of how our brains are organized”; “it works
spent all but the first ten months of her 17-year life as like a machine”; “it works because of the spooky
properties of quantum mechanics.” The list goes on
one of the closest friends I’ve ever had.
I remember very well the time, a few years after and on. Put the theories together and what do you get?
Tasty moved in, when a friend of mine called me early An unintelligible mess that still doesn’t explain what
one morning. This friend, who lived a three-hour drive consciousness is.
Me, even though I don’t understand it, I think it’s
away, told me that a mutual friend was in town and that
it would be great if I could visit. I agreed, but told her physically based. We know that we can modify it by
I would first have to walk Tasty, who, of course, would drugs – even eliminate it, e.g., for surgery, then bring it
be coming along. As Tasty and I headed out for that back at will. It disappears every night, too, as we sleep.
walk, Tasty would have nothing of it. She made a bee- That, to me, says that it arises as a property of our
line for the car instead. Profoundly deaf from birth, brains. And again, looking around, as my experience
she had somehow figured out that we’d be heading out with Tasty showed me very well, it’s pretty clear that
we humans are nothing like the only creatures on this
for a drive that day.
I can tell you more about Tasty. About how she’d hug planet who experience it.
Dogs and cats, cows and pigs, chickens and crows
people she loved and would remember how to navigate
all
clearly
complex paths
share the basic
in places she
experience of
once lived –
life that we do.
years
before
Fish, too, show
– to find old
clear
signs
friends or to
of conscious
get a treat that
awa reness.
she expected
C h a r l e s
would be at
Darwin saw
the end of the
it even in
line. Tasty was
the
lowly
bright. There’s
ea r t hwor m.
no
doubt
I’m not so sure
about it. But
that he was
really, she was
right
about
unexceptional.
that, but I do
The
vast
know that they
majority
of
can be trained
creatures
on
to solve very
this planet are
simple mazes.
pretty much as
Fruit flies are
capable. Tasty,
much better at
like you and
solving mazes,
me and pretty
though;
and
much you name
they can even
the animal, was
BESTIES: David Steele and Tasty, circa 2006.
learn
from
conscious.
each
other!
And wow is
Let’s take a closer look at what we know about the
consciousness amazing! To me, it is the essence of
what it is to be a person. It is awareness, the ability internal experiences of a tiny slice of the trillions of
to experience. We all know we’ve got it, but we don’t conscious beings with whom we share this planet.
We humans have our biases, so most of what we
really understand what it is. Physicians define it by
simple test, ranking humans’ consciousness on a know about animal consciousness comes either from
scale ranging from full alertness and responsiveness, tests of animal intelligence or studies on a trait that
through states of delirium, and all the way to what they is medically useful to humans: pain. We look into
consider a complete lack of consciousness, defined by a intelligence because we value that in others; we
complete lack of responsiveness to painful stimulation. look into pain mostly because we want to use the

By DAVID STEELE

M

A Dog Looks
in a Mirror …
My friend Tasty had
an
almost
love-hate
relationship
with
the
mirror in our living room.
Because she was deaf,
often she wouldn’t notice
what I was up to as I moved
around the room unless
she caught a reflection in
the mirror. She figured
out that if she saw me (in
the mirror) pick up a ball,
it was time to turn around
and play. She wouldn’t
look directly into the mirror, though. Force her to
confront her own image, and she’d squirm and want
to get away. She seemed not only uninterested; she
really did not want to look. Was it because she
thought it was another dog? I don’t think so. She
didn’t bark at her reflection or try to play with it.
Did she recognize herself? I don’t know. We’re
different, we humans and dogs and chickens and
orangutans and octopuses. But, still, deep down we
are the same.
DS

understanding we get from pain in animals to figure
out how to alleviate pain in us.
On intelligence, know, for example, that orangutans
are relative geniuses. They have been known to steal
canoes and paddle them away and even to put on
humans’ clothing, if given the chance. Returning to
dogs for a second, we have good evidence they can
recognize the emotions in other dogs’ faces and in our
faces, too.
That animals feel pain is obvious. We use rats in
experiments on pain because we know that they will
react to it like we do and that drugs that blunt pain in
them almost always do the same in us. They recognize
pain in each other as well, and will try to help when
they see another rat in distress. We’ve even learned that
fish feel pain and react similarly to us when confronted
with it. (That we can perform experiments like these
on other creatures says something about the limits of
our own consciousness, I’d argue, even if we do it to
try to help other humans.)
Some scientists claim that fish are not actually feeling
pain; their brains are too different from ours, they
say. That, to me, speaks of irrational arrogance. One
doesn’t need a similar brain to have fundamentally the
same experience and ability. Different structures may
well take on different roles in different species. Just
look at the intelligence of a crow or a parrot! Or even
a chicken!
Birds’ brains are very different from those of humans
See MYSTERY on page 16
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圀䤀一一䤀倀䔀䜀

䴀愀礀 㘀ⴀ㠀Ⰰ ㈀ 㘀
刀䈀䌀 䌀漀渀瘀攀渀琀椀漀渀 䌀攀渀琀爀攀
㌀㜀㔀 夀漀爀欀 䄀瘀攀
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carbon dioxide (CO2) over the 12 and-a-half years it
takes for most of it to break down into CO2 and water.
lower their risk for heart disease, diabetes and perhaps
Methane also outgasses from the poop of all farmed
even cancer and dementia.
animals, as does an even more potent greenhouse gas:
All things considered, with beans the bottom line is
nitrous oxide (N2O).
not what you lose when you eat them instead of meat.
Perhaps you’re wondering, “but what about all the
It’s what you gain.
methane we ’emit’ when we eat beans instead of beef?”
For example, you won’t find any fibre in food that
It turns out it’s a fart in the bucket. Research suggests
comes from an animal. But beans are brimming with it,
our meagre, bean-induced methane emissions increase
especially the soluble kind that reduces cardiovascular
the carbon footprint of producing, transporting and
risk factors, like LDL cholesterol, and discourages
cooking those beans by less than one percent.
blood sugar from rising into diabetic territory.
That’s a tiny fraction of an already very slight
It’s much the same for magnesium, an essential
footprint that varies from about 1 kilogram of CO2e per
mineral commonly in short supply
kilogram of lentils to 2 kg CO2e per kg
among omnivores (there’s barely any
of dried beans, according to a review
in animal flesh). It abounds in beans.
of the literature by the Environmental
When it comes to fat, beans,
Working Group. (The “e” in CO2e
with the exception of peanuts and
stands for “equivalent,” because it
soybeans, have very little of it – and
includes the footprint of methane and
zero cholesterol. Although authorities
all the other associated greenhouse gas
have grown increasingly skeptical that
emissions, standardized by convention
dietary cholesterol is a risk factor for
to a 100-year timescale. It’s worth
cardiovascular disease, a recent metamentioning that this long timescale
analysis suggests it may indeed clog
underestimates
the
immediate
the arteries of people with diabetes.
impact of livestock emissions and the
What little fat beans typically
opportunity to rapidly mitigate global
have is good fat: mostly essential
warming by moving from meat back
polyunsaturated fatty acids (we
to beans.)
need these, like vitamins) and heartAs you might expect, the carbon
friendly
monounsaturated
fatty
footprint of beef is much larger: 27 kg
acids. In contrast, while animal fats
per kg. Lamb is a gargantuan 39.
have some good fatty acids too, they
In apparent contrast, at just 1.9,
abound in potentially artery-clogging
milk’s carbon footprint looks like a
saturated fatty acids. Beans have little.
deal. But with 90 percent water, the
With nutritional differences like
protein yield of milk (33 grams per kg)
these, it’s not surprising that diets with
is a fraction of beans’ (about 90 grams
less meat and more beans – including
per kg; 180 g/kg for soybeans). We
vegetarian and vegan diets – appear
get a clearer picture with the carbon
to be conducive to better health,
footprint of cheese: 13.5. Though
including less cardiovascular disease
cheese has slightly more protein than
(hypertension, clogged arteries, heart
soy, its carbon footprint is over six
attacks, strokes), type 2 diabetes and
A sustainable future means feeding less beans and grains to cows and eating more of them ourselves.
times bigger.
even prostate and breast cancer, in the
The carbon footprints of other
case of soybeans.
Crammed together in wire cages so confining they can animal products are smaller than ruminant meat and
So, eat more Lentil Pilaf and less Beef Stroganoff, barely stretch a wing, let alone peck around a barnyard, cheese, from pork (12.1), farmed salmon (11.9) and
and you’re probably doing your body good. But what they have even less opportunity to waste precious feed turkey (10.9) on down to chicken (6.9), canned tuna
about the planet? Yes. That, too.
on selfish exercise. About every 30 hours they lay a (6.1), eggs (4.8) and yogurt (2.2).
Things only start to look better when we come to wild
new egg – almost twice as many as Old MacDonald’s
fish
and seafood. These obviously aren’t weighed down
Still, they convert plant protein to animal protein
From Planet Beef to Planet Bean hens.
by the carbon footprint of feed crops. Nor do they belch
about as inefficiently as broiler chickens do.
Modern dairy cows have been bred to lactate so methane. But fishers still use diesel to chase them. One
The key to understanding why plant-based protein
profusely that they are “spent” as milk producers and study suggests fish easily caught in bulk, close to shore,
staples like beans are inherently much better for the
sent to slaughter by the age of four or five. Typically might have a carbon footprint that’s either comparable
planet – by conserving natural resources, limiting
confined most of the time to narrow stalls, they give to (skipjack tuna, mackerel, scallops, North American
pollution and preventing disruptive climate change –
their all to make milk for people they will never know, salmon) or even better (sardines) than beans. But other
than animal-based protein is efficiency.
not their own calves. Even so, dairy cows only convert species, like sole, shrimp and lobster, have already
With the rare exception of animals fed entirely on
about 10 percent of the dry weight of their feed (which outweighed beans’ carbon footprint by the time the
unirrigated pasture or food waste, for every pound
boats return to shore.
includes hay) into the dry weight of their milk.
of corn, soy or other cultivated crops that farmers
Carbon footprints aside, wild fish and seafood
And so it goes for all species of livestock. The
feed to animals, at best only a few ounces end up as
upshot? Every time we eat a serving of meat, milk or are fraught with worries about overfishing and even
meat, eggs or cheese (milk is an exception because it’s
eggs, we’re consuming all the resources and pollution extinction. You can never overfarm beans.
mostly water). Most of what they feed to livestock is
With a little help from more beans and less beef, we
that went into producing many more servings of
burned off by the animals’ muscles and metabolism or
legumes and grains. Our environmental footprint is can save ourselves from catastrophic climate change.
becomes bones and other animal parts of little or no
that much bigger – even before we start measuring the But we still have to contend with another existential
value to humans. Beef cattle, for example, even though
threat.
cow farts.
they typically spend their first 12 to 18 months eating
Since 1950, humanity has tripled its population from
grass, almost always spend their last few months
It’s Not a Gas
2.5 billion to 7.3. By 2050, the UN estimates we’ll be
packed into feedlots. There, they are “finished”
pushing 10 billion and topping 11 by 2100.
(fattened) so intensively with pulse- and grain-based It’s fitting that The Year of the Bean follows the year
We’re already having trouble keeping nearly one
feed that by the time their existence has been reduced when the world’s leaders finally got serious about billion of ourselves fed, and it doesn’t help that we
to chuck steak and Papa Burgers, the equivalent of keeping global warming since preindustrial times keep feeding so much of our limited agricultural
over 30 pounds of cooked grains and beans has been under 2 degrees Celsius and preferably under 1.5.
yield to livestock (or converting it to biofuels, which
We’re already nudging up against 1 degree, and most
squandered to produce one pound of boneless beef.
is controversial at best as a would-be green energy
(This is based on industry statistics of 6 dry-weight of that has happened in just the past 40 years. From strategy). By cutting out the animals we have selfishly
pounds of feed needed to produce one pound of live here on in, we’re playing chicken with catastrophic conscripted as middlemen, we could feed four billion
weight steer, yielding 40 percent meat. As a rule, feed climate change.
more people, according to the beef and bean counters
Pressure to feed a hungry world inefficiently and
conversion ratios are based on dry weight in, live
at the University of Minnesota. Just cutting down
unsustainably with meat instead of wheat is driving
weight out.)
would accomplish wonders.
Even the most Machiavellian industrial techniques to the conversion of rainforests into soybean plantations
We need to start moving in that
turn feed into food can’t compete with beans. Today’s – not for hippies, but for livestock. A slashed and direction. After all, it’s The Year
“broiler” (meat) chickens have been genetically burned forest is a carbon sink reduced to a chimney.
of the Bean. So let’s get soaking.
Far worse for the climate is all the flatulence and
selected for their ability to grow very fat, very fast.
With the help of antibiotic-laced feed (which also excrement produced by over 50 billion cows, chickens,
stimulates weight gain), they plump up so rapidly pigs and other animals raised and killed for meat, milk Syd Baumel is an editor with
The Aquarian. He blogs about
that some die on the job. Broilers are normally sent and eggs every year.
In ruminants (cows, goats, sheep), this flatulence is food politics and the environment
to slaughter at the tender age of six weeks, but these
eatkind.blogspot.ca
and
workplace casualties, with their unnaturally top-heavy rife with methane (CH4), a potent greenhouse gas that at
sydbaumel.blogspot.ca.
heats
our
climate
about
100
times
more
strongly
than
bodies barely supported on their naturally spindly
Photo by Nengloveyou

legs, drop dead (usually of heart failure) even before
their premature date with destiny.
Despite growing up in a densely crowded barn with
little room for wasting “inputs” (feed) on exercise,
it still takes the equivalent of four or five pounds of
cooked grains and beans to produce one pound of
whole chicken. Throw away the feathers, bones and
other inedible parts, and the efficiency is even less.
Chicken meat may be high in protein, but
considerably more plant protein goes in than comes
out.
“Layer hens” are cut from a different genetic cloth.
Their purpose is to convert feed into eggs, not meat.
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A Cure for Nature
Deficit Disorder
The Manitoba Nature Summit is bringing childcare back outdoors

By Ruth Lindsey-Armstrong

conference.
I was somewhat rejuvenated when the roundtable
id you build forts at the last conference you discussions spurred on some lively deliberations on
attended? Did you ever have a sleepover with a few why children who attend childcare programs and,
friends in a camp setting? Was outdoor play your after- for that matter, children who don’t attend childcare
school activity? If you were able to answer “yes” to programs, are not getting outside. A lightbulb moment
these questions, you are lucky because that affirmative occurred to me as I listened to the academics share
their insight. It was not about children not wanting to
answer isn’t so likely for younger generations.
In 2008, I attended the World Forum on Nature go outside; it was the adults working with, parenting
Education for Children at Arbor Day Farm in or supervising the children who did not want to go
outside!
Nebraska City,
I can recall
Nebraska. This
g
lancing
international
around
that
con ference
room
and
was,
what
listening
to
I
later
the
mostly
discovered, the
m idd le -age d
second
part
pa r ticipa nts
or follow-up
dispa raging
to a previous
this younger
gathering to
generation
share findings
of
childcare
on
nature
workers who
education
were
now
for
young
moving
into
children.
the
roles
T
h
e
that we had
con ference
c o m fo r t a bly
was energized
occupied for
by
folks
years. Another
representing
Dressed for comfort: Nature Summiteers practise what they preach.
lightbulb
countries from
m o m e n t
all over the
world, all with the common interest of getting children occurred! These young up-and-comers have grown up
outside and acknowledging a new term, “nature deficit with technology all around them! In my mind, it was
disorder,” coined by author Richard Louv in his book, reasonable to consider that a generation of children
had now grown up with ready access to computers,
Last Child in the Woods (2008).
What I had anticipated when I registered (I teach video games, tablets and smartphones for pretty much
early childhood education at a college in Winnipeg) most of their lives. Developing new ways to spend
was a weekend chock-full of outdoor experiences their leisure time was not out of the question.
When I consider what I do for a living, which involves
and late night gatherings to share and reflect on our
visiting
childcare programs regularly, it is not unusual
newfound wonders. I was sadly mistaken, as I spent
to
see
young
adults providing the care. “Outdoor time”
three days mostly holed up in a conference room
listening to academics cite their papers on findings
See NATURE SUMMIT on page 15
they had written about from the previous year’s

D

Photo supplied by Nature Summit
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Wolf Mandala by Clem

By CHRISTINA RAI
WHEELWRIGHT

H

umans have long turned to nature
for both physical and spiritual
fulfilment. The earliest forms of worship
were Earth-based. The earliest forms
of ecstatic spiritual search were Earthbased. Today, we, as a species, are even
more acutely aware of how important
this connection to the Earth, our
Mother, really is. We are teetering on
the brink of a separation from her that
is so profound it is impossible to truly
grasp. It is inconceivable that we may
be approaching a time when the Earth
can no longer sustain us; and yet, we
must try and conceive it so that we can
take measures to prevent it. We can only
receive the nurturing she can give us if
we nurture her. We can only hear her
messages if we stop and listen carefully
to them and then take “right action”
to live more harmoniously within the
home that has long supported us.
For eons humans have watched for
signs in the skies, in the wild animal
world, in the forests and in the seas.
These messages are there for any of us
to receive, if only we could open our
minds and hearts. The messages that
Nature sends to us are available to us
if we would only see them, hear them,
feel them and absorb them. It is up to us
to attune the ears of our hearts and hear
what the Great Mother is saying.
Wild Wisdom teaches us the lessons
of containment and sustainability that
are so vital in this current time. Do we
hear her when she says, “Simplify your
lives!” “Limit your consumptions!” she
begs. “Clean my waters; replenish my
soil!” she urges.
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Unleashing Wild Wisdom:

The Power of Wolf

11

Wild Wisdom also teaches us about
ourselves by showing us both who we
are and who we can become. Indigenous
societies have long understood the
connection that humans have with
animals. Meeting and becoming
familiar with your own “power animal”
is still a rite of passage in Earth-based
cultures. Once you know which animal
is most aligned to your own energy
patterns, you can work with the gifts
and attributes that animal represents. As
you journey on in the Spiral that is life,
your power animal joins you, marking
the pathway as he matches you step to
step, silent at your side.
By accessing Wild Wisdom, we
are able to refine the parts of our
personalities that may be a bit “rough.”
We acquire tools to facilitate selfawareness, insight, compassion – any
and all of the human characteristics
that define us and are instrumental in
our growth as conscious, functioning
beings. Each animal that we encounter
teaches us in a unique way, bringing us
specific gifts and tools that we can use
to empower and stabilize ourselves in
this chaotic reality. Remember, we are
the caretakers of this planet. We are
the gardeners who have to maintain
the delicate balance of nature so that
every living thing can be nourished and
sustained. By working with the wisdom
of the wild around us, we can align
more closely to that which preserves
rather than that which destroys. Find
your Power Animal. Listen closely to
his message. Abide by his wisdom.
The first of the Power Animals that
we can explore together is WOLF. Hear
his voice!
See WOLF on page 16
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Let’s Talk Sex

13

Lovemaking is more satisfying when we open the channels of communication wide

A

s the camera scans along the floor, we see shoes,
socks, pants and shirts thrown about, and finally,
underwear and a lacy bra dangling haphazardly off
the end of the bed. The view then focuses on a man
and woman, lying in bed, looking totally blissed out
and satisfied.
The media feeds us an unattainable
model of “ideal sex.” Sex happens
spontaneously, with little or no discussion.
Everyone intuitively knows what to do,
and partners please each other naturally.
No one needs to talk about desires, or
dislikes, safer sex or birth control, fears or
anxieties. Sex takes care of it all.
We have been encouraged to believe
that not only should sex not require any
communication, but that talking about
sex can wreck the mood.
Sex might be the only thing that is
harder to talk about than do. Oh, I love to
talk about cleaning the house, but actually
taking out the vacuum – not really. Oh, I
love talking about going to the gym, but
actually heading out the door – not really.
But sex? We would often rather just do it
than express our needs and desires.
Research confirms what we might
already know: couples – newer, longterm, younger or older – all have trouble
talking about sex. E. Sandra Byers, in a 2011
Canadian Psychology article, concluded (after scanning
thirty years
of research into sexual communication): “most people
do not communicate effectively about sexuality even when
it is important to do so. . . .Most romantic partners have
difficulty telling each other what pleases and displeases
them sexually.”
Being closed to sex talk has significant implications for
our safety and satisfaction. To protect our physical health,
we need to be able to discuss safer sex practices and the
possibilities of sexually transmitted infections. And our
emotional security is essential too. Do we feel good? Safe?
Are we being triggered? And even before any contact can
happen . . . do we consent?
As well, since our sexuality is very personal and unique,
there is no way for a partner to know what we like or how
our bodies respond unless we articulate it. And since our
sexuality is fluid, our needs and desires may change from

experience to experience and even from moment to moment.
We need a new model of “ideal,” one that tells us the truth:
sex is a form of communication that is enhanced by other
forms of communication. It’s so unfair that we are saddled
with the expectation that good sex should come naturally
and intuitively. What a recipe to feel inadequate. We need
permission and encouragement to explore communication
in all its forms.

with a bikini wax, wearing uncomfortable high-heeled
boots and donning a piece of lingerie so complicated Fiona
can’t put it on properly. There I am, watching as she hobbles
up the stairs, and yelling at the screen: “He wants to have
sex with you. So be you.”
Scary? You betcha. Vulnerable? Totally. But that’s sex.
Sex is not neat, contained and intellectual. Sex is about
what’s going on for you RIGHT NOW. There is no script.
We bring our whole selves into every sexual
experience, and the best way to communicate
about what we need is to be led by what the
moment tells us.
Photo by gpointstudio

By ADINA LAKSER

“What we have here is a failure to communicate.”

In the face of these significant challenges, what can we do
to make it easier to reap the benefits of opening up sexual
communication?
1.

Stay present in the process

A recommendation I have repeatedly come across is to
initiate a conversation during a neutral, non-sexual time.
While I agree that having some idea of what you want to
talk about may be helpful, this focus on preparation can
increase the anxiety and the pressure to have a “polished
presentation.” There is a lot of benefit to speaking in the
moment. What are you feeling right now? What are you
needing right now – slower, faster harder, softer, less, or
more? What are you loving? What are you fearing? RIGHT
NOW.
In the Netflix series About a Boy, single mom Fiona, who
has been out of the dating scene for a long time, is finally
about to get it on. Her friend encourages her to get “sexy”

2.

Embrace your own sexuality

If we approach sexual communication from
a place of wanting to enhance our connection
and experience, it comes off very differently
than if we approach it from a place of “s/
he better get me off.” No one owes you an
orgasm.
If sexual frustrations and challenges have
been building, I can empathize with how
difficult it might be to approach your partner
with love and generosity, but no matter the
circumstance, we are responsible for our own
sexuality. We can and should “take care of
ourselves.”
Dr. Betty Dodson, in her pivotal work Sex
for One, promotes life-long masturbation as a
way to learn more about our own bodies and
pleasure responses. She reflects on what made
one key sexual partnership so powerful for her:
“Honest-to-goodness sharing was the essence of intimacy.
We felt more at ease, and sex was a lot more fun. Becoming
responsible for our own orgasms was a basic statement
about individuality and equality. It established us as people
who had a choice when it came to lovemaking.”
As we step away from keeping score, we can approach
sex and communication with a spirit of openness, play and
exploration rather than pressure and responsibility. And who
doesn’t prefer play to work?!
I’d love to hear from you. Contact me at adinacoach@
gmail.com with comments, questions,
or if you would like to know how I can
support you to express yourself sexually!
Adina Lakser is a Winnipeg-based sex
coach, writer and mother. Visit her at
nakedparts.wordpress.com.
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Better Than Before:
Mastering the Habits of
Our Everyday Lives

By Gretchen Rubin
Doubleday Canada, 2015
320 pages
Paperback, $15
Reviewed by NANCY

T

he key to keeping your New Year’s resolution
can be found in Gretchen Rubin’s book, Better
Than Before: Mastering the Habits of Our Everyday
Lives. This isn’t just a how-to book with lists and
directions. Instead, Rubin details how she set out
“to figure out every aspect of how habits are made
and broken.” Her extensive research is referenced in
the notes section at the back of the book. It turns
out there have been a lot of studies done on habits.
After extensive reading, Rubin realized she still had
questions about habits that remained unanswered.
Rubin wondered, if we know so much about
habits, why are people still unable to stick to their
resolutions? Rubin concluded that something was
missing. “If habits make it possible for us to change,
how exactly, then, do we shape our habits?”
Rubin realized that people are different in how
they approach change. She noticed that different
people were motivated in different ways. She
determined that there were four types of tendencies,
or groups, that people fall into when it comes to
habits: Obligers, Upholders, Questioners and Rebels.
The descriptions she provides for each type makes it
easy for the reader to determine which group they
belong to.
Your tendency type determines the best way to
approach taking on good habits and dropping bad
ones. Throughout the book, as Rubin explains
strategies for changing habits, she gives examples
of how people in each tendency type can use the
strategies and for whom they will be the most
effective. Imagine you’re a doctor and you tell
your patient they must quit smoking. If they are an
Obliger, they’ll do what is required if you insist they
report back to you about their progress. If they’re an
Upholder, they will do what is required, following
directions to the letter. If your patient is a Questioner,
after due consideration, they will do what is required
if they deem it to be logical. If they are a Rebel,
as their doctor, you would be advised not to order
them to quit as they will likely do the exact opposite,
because no one tells them what to do.
In addition to identifying your main habit forming
tendency type, Rubin lists “distinctions” you need
to discern about yourself before you can create
a successful habit-changing strategy. In theory,
everyone will know who they are and how they
operate. It should be easy to work through the set
of questions to determine individual distinctions.
Unfortunately, Rubin doesn’t tackle the issue of
nature versus nurture and/or how our realities
sometimes shape our behaviour. If external pressure
has had excessive influence, you may be unaware of
what your true preferences are. Are you a morning
person or a night owl? What if you’ve spent your
whole life getting up before sunrise for daycare, for
school, for practice, for college, and then for work?
You may not even realize you’re not naturally a
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morning person. Still, just being aware that there
are differences, and what those differences are, can
open one up to the process of discovery.
Once you know your natural tendency type and
distinctions, you can use the “Pillars of Habits,” which
are four fundamental strategies Rubin identified
as integral to forming habits. Rubin includes
information on how and when these pillars can be
used by the four tendency types. She does remind
the reader that there will always be exceptions to the
rule, so being fully aware of the subtleties of your
core self is essential. The main thing is to understand
how each of the tendency types and distinctions use
the Pillars effectively. An Obliger will readily change
a habit if the Accountability Pillar is in place. To the
Rebel, trying to integrate the Scheduling Pillar into
a habit changing
plan is a recipe
for disaster. They
need spontaneity.
R u b i n
pinpointed
key
methods
to
develop
good
habits and drop
bad ones based on
her research, but
she also factored
in her personal
observations and
experiences. Her
friends and family
became
habit
recruits who “test
drove”
various
methods so that
her
strategies
could be tried
by all of the
tendency types.
She also covers
the
importance
of timing and
using the tools
in
combination
b e c a u s e ,
u lt i m at ely,
“changing a habit
may be simple,
but it’s not easy,
and the more tools used, the better.”
Rubin sheds light on popular myths and
assumptions about habits, like the idea that it takes
three weeks to adopt a new habit, or that exercise
will make you lose weight. She also explains why
rewards don’t work in the long run. Although
B. F. Skinner proved that negative and positive
reinforcement can make most people change their
behaviour, Rubin concludes it will only do so as long
as the reinforcement continues.
Will-power and self-control only work under
ideal conditions. Since everyone has only a certain
amount of energy, and will-power uses up energy,
it’s only a matter of time for a behaviour sustained
this way to succumb to a low energy day. Along with
being self-aware, knowing how you are motivated,
and your approach to life, you also have to assess
how much energy you have and where you’re using
up that energy. A major drain on our energy comes
from having to make decisions. “Habits make
change possible by freeing us from decision making
and from using self-control.”
What works for one person won’t necessarily work
for another. Rubin writes, “the deeper I went into my
investigation of habits, the more I appreciated the
importance of understanding each person’s values
and temperament.” She devotes a whole section to
what can trip up individuals in their attempts to
break bad habits and develop new ones. Sharing the
experiences of her habit recruits, she shows how
they tweaked her strategies to make their individual
successes possible.
Rubin also explains why we don’t always integrate
positive changes into our lives. “Different solutions
work for different people.” Rubin discovered it’s
not always about using the methods she developed,
knowing your tendency or practising self-control.

Yes, there is a final factor that is key. Ultimately, we
must be honest about whether or not we really want
to change our habits, because if we don’t really want
to, we won’t.
I wasn’t surprised to learn that it’s hard to adopt a
habit if it feels like we are depriving ourselves or if
the habit feels like an imposition. I usually approach
New Year’s resolutions with the idea that I will have
to force myself to adhere to strict rules to change my
behaviour. However, as Rubin points out: a) “we can
shape our habits by adjusting the amount of effort
involved,” and b) “Habits stick better when they’re
pleasurable. It may be an illusion, but an activity
seems easier – and therefore more convenient – when
it includes an element of fun, satisfaction, or beauty.”
Evidently, taking a playful, creative approach to
adopting habits, helps.
If you’re not a “habit
enthusiast” like Rubin, why
figure out your tendency
type? Why opt into
integrating good habits? For
herself, Rubin concluded
that, “while concentrating
on my habits might seem
small-minded, in the end,
mastering those habits
would allow me to put these
questions out of my mind,
to transcend them. I could
turn all my attention to
worthier matters, and yet be
assured of the solidity of the
architecture of my everyday
life.” Ultimately, Rubin
sees habits as something
people can use to live their
best life possible. Though
she does acknowledge that
habits can make us numb
to our lives if all we do is
live each moment bound
by them, she encourages
people to use them to have
more time to pay attention
“to everything else that’s
important.”
If that’s not reason
enough,
“when
we’re
worried or overtaxed, a
habit comforts us.” Who couldn’t use a simple way
to lower their stress? “People feel more in control
and less anxious when engaged in habit behaviour.”
Still, you’ll probably want to make those good habits
and perhaps eradicate some of the bad ones you may
be using to cope. Using Rubin’s strategies can help
you do this.
The old assumptions about needing more willpower and following a routine created by someone
else is put to rest through Rubin’s thorough research.
In Better Than Before, she provides straightforward,
practical methods to increase your likelihood of
succeeding at changing habits. She shows you how
to tailor them to your own life and way of being,
even giving examples of how individuals with
different distinctions in each tendency type used her
methods. She also acknowledged that adjustments
were sometimes necessary and showed how this
was done. Knowing that if I use what I learned from
this book, I can increase my chances of success
at keeping my resolution to lose 10 pounds, I feel
lighter already. While Rubin doesn’t suggest that
following her process will make your life perfect,
she believes that integrating good habits will make it
better than before.

Nancy, Night Sky Woman, has been doing psychic card
readings professionally for over 15 years. She is also an
astrologer and has studied a variety
of spiritualities and philosophies.
She has been writing Taroscopes for
over five years and teaches the tarot
through lifelong learning. To book
an appointment or for information
about classes, you can reach Nancy
at 204-775-8368 or by email at
ngill@mymts.net.
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should be regularly scheduled to encourage gross motor development, nurture a
sense of wonder and foster an opportunity to develop a connection and sense of
belonging outdoors. Sadly, I see very little of this. I often see poorly dressed (for
the cold weather) adults hunched with their shoulders close to their ears, standing
around with a look of disdain on their faces while supervising well-dressed
children. The urge to go inside is strongly felt from the adults while the children
play and are seemingly unaware of the temperature or conditions. Unfortunately,
I’ve witnessed staff choosing not to take the children outside on the first day of
snow because the –3° temperatures were deemed too cold. In Winnipeg, this
should be seen as a tragedy. We all know that in the midst of a February chill, –3°
can feel downright balmy!
I recall as a novice ECE being told by my employer, “be prepared to be outside,”
which to me was code for “be properly dressed for outside!” Off I trudged to Value
Village to get the warmest down-filled parka I could find. Set with my new Kamik
boots (that only came in white, back then) and ski-pants, I spent hours outside with
children building forts with the big chunks of snow the graders left behind on the
boulevards or spraying coloured water on the snow to mark our territories!

ADRA WEAKLEY, R.C.R.T.
Certified Reflexologist
Indian Head Massage

Reflexology is a natural

healing art based on the
principle that there are reflexes
in the feet, hands, and ears,
which correspond to every
part, gland, and organ of the
body. Through application
of pressure on these reflexes,
reflexology relieves tension,
improves circulation and helps
promote the natural function
of the related areas of the body.

Indian Head Massage

is a form of relaxation
massage that focuses on the
face, head, neck, shoulders,
upper back and upper arms.
It is very relaxing and has
a balancing effect on the
recipient as it helps them to
release stress and tension
creating a sense of calming
and well being.

Who's afraid of the cold? Not well supervised children like these.

When I returned from the World Forum conference, I set about talking to
some likeminded friends in my field. If we were to do a similar conference,
but instead of sitting all day listening to people talk, we the adults engaged in
outdoor activities that children might enjoy, would people come? “Yes!” they
exclaimed. And so the Manitoba Nature Summit became not just an idea in my
head, fueled by many lightbulbs that were switched on in Nebraska. It became
a reality!
In 2010, the Manitoba Nature Summit held its very first gathering at Camp
Manitou near Headingly, Manitoba. What we thought would attract hundreds of
eager outdoor enthusiasts only drew in about 70 people who were intrigued by
this idea of having a conference for adults, held outdoors at a children’s camp!
Summit participants engaged in physical challenges, created mats out of cattails
and learned about wild edibles. By evening, Summiteers were exhausted, but
happy! “You have to do this again!” was on all of the feedback forms, and so our
fatigued little committee decided to give it another go.
In 2012, we attracted 150 participants to the Summit. This time, people were
invited to camp in tents. Those who preferred to relax in the luxury of a camp
bunk bed were welcome to do so, and a few others decided to go home for the
night but were eagerly waiting for the activities to start up again the next day! We
invited Severin Cullis-Suzuki to be our keynote speaker. There was not a dry
eye in the place as she reminded us that, as human beings, we were not intended
to grow up indoors. In 2014, we had 100 participants. It was a satisfying feeling
to have our registration fill up and know that we continued to meet the needs of
those who were hungry for more outdoor activities to share with children.
At the time of this writing, planning for Summit 2016 is underway. Our keynote
speakers are booked – we have become a well-oiled machine for planning.
Workshop presenters are contacting us, not the other way around! We have
childcare programs that are designating their professional development budgets
to send all of their staff, and we have formed a relationship with the education
community, as teachers from all over the province have joined us to learn about
incorporating outdoor and nature education into their school curricula.
While we always tried to buck the trend of bureaucracy, we have successfully
incorporated as a not-for-profit, charitable organization, allowing us to graciously
accept donations and give donors a receipt! Our board of directors continues to
make decisions based upon a consensus model and has remained determined
to get children outdoors by teaching those who do the
work that going outside can actually be enjoyable if you
dress appropriately and engage in activities. You just need
to know how to, and if you come to the Manitoba Nature
Summit on November 16-18th in 2016 we will show you
how!
Ruth Lindsey-Armstrong is the founder of the Manitoba
Nature Summit Inc. (naturesummitmb.com), an instructor at
Red River College and a trained early childhood educator.

Benefits: General Relaxation • Improved blood
circulation increasing oxygen supply to the
brain • Calms, revitalizes and uplifts the spirit •
Can create a more balanced state of being, and
balancing of the Chakras • Relaxes tight and
uncomfortable muscles, eases stiffness, breaks
down knots and nodules in muscle tissues •
Stimulates blood circulation and drains away
accumulated toxins • Increased joint mobility
• Improved lymphatic drainage • Helps to
dissipate mental tiredness, stress, depression
resulting in greater mental alertness and
concentration and clearer thinking
Direct
billing
available

Kim Arnett Massage Therapy

1117 Corydon Ave. Winnipeg, MB, R3M 0X4

204-990-2859

adrareflexology@gmail.com
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tenured, academic
position at McGill
University, he was
able to study alien
abductions during
the period 1962–
2009
without
threats to his
career. He notes
in a February 25,
2013
National
Post article, “I
had tenure. I
could study things
without worrying
about what other
people
thought
about them. This
is a very liberating
thing.” He also
notes in the article, “I’ve been in the mainstream
of science and engineering my entire professional
life.” Donderi’s book, UFOs, ETs and Alien
Abductions: A Scientist Looks at the Evidence, came
out in 2013 after he had retired from his academic post.
Don Donderi can think about aliens and, as a result
of his work, he is helping many of us begin to think
about them too.
John E. Mack, Harvard professor and psychiatrist,
learned to think about aliens. He counseled
individuals who believed they had been abducted by
extraterrestrials. After the 1994 publication of his
best-selling book, Abduction: Human Encounters
with Aliens, his Harvard colleagues demanded an
investigation
into
his work. After
14
months
the
investigating
committee declined
to take any action;
they did not uncover
anything in the
way of professional
misconduct.
John
Mack’s
colleagues definitely
could not think about
aliens.
What is it about
extraterrestrials that
makes it so hard for
us to think about
them?
Two hundred years ago, we couldn’t think of stones
falling from the sky as real. We considered them folk
tales. Today we call those falling stones meteorites.
Perhaps one day we will look back at our inability to
think about aliens in a similar way, as a mental quirk
from a more innocent time.
When American filmmakers think about aliens or
the otherworldly beings many of us have encountered,
they dramatize them in a cartoonish fashion. For
example, the “greys,” the little grey-skinned fellows,
are often outfitted in work overalls. “Nordics,” tall,

blonde,
attractive
individuals apparently
of
Scandinavian
descent who appear
dressed in white
flowing robes and
whose gracious social
skills hint at having
attended alien charm
school, are known
to be of kind intent
toward the human.
The Reptilian aliens,
aka lizard men, are known to be cunning, shapeshifting and evil. Not surprisingly, the blonde and
white-skinned Nordics are pure and good, and the
dark and scaly Reptilians are wily and wicked.
These representations of otherworldly beings are
likely too extreme for most of us to incorporate into
our thinking. They are embedded in entertainment.
We don’t incorporate Disney characters into our
thinking other than to acknowledge them as cultural
icons; why, then, would we incorporate film versions
of otherworldly beings into our thinking? We are
further hindered by our habit of rational thought and
the split from imaginal thought. Without the ability
to engage in imaginal thought, we cannot find where
otherworldly beings fit into the fabric of our lives, past
and present.
How do we recover that ability in ourselves to think
with the parts of our brains and minds that allow us to
enter into the imaginal realms John Mack speaks of?
How do we recover our ability to think about what we
term aliens and begin to see them as Choctaw Nation
member Sequoyah Trueblood describes his alien
visitors: “just one ’face of spirit’”?
Jungian analyst and astute cultural observer Lorraine
Neihardt says we have to “expand the image” when
colossal change confronts us. The need to tackle such
a task lies at the root of why we don’t like change and
resist it.
How do we expand the image of what we say is real?
By employing active imagination, we may be able to
create a sort of imaginal grove where the extraordinary
can live and evolve. Sonu Shamdasani writes in the
introduction to The Red Book that Jung’s active
imagination procedure involved “deliberately evoking
a fantasy in a waking state, and then entering into it
as into a drama.” Perhaps there we can learn to think
about aliens as just another face of spirit.
“The god for this time,” writes Mack, “[as] we seem
to be learning from abductees and others, is more of a
partner than anything else, working through and with
us. Now that is really scary, for it places choice utterly
within us.”

WOLF continued from page 11

I am Wolf. Come, run with me in the shadows of the
night. I take you to the secret places of your soul. I
bring you strength and the power of voice. I show you
how to sing your wolf song so that all can hear and
understand. I give you the ability to be the teacher, the
leader, the pathfinder.
I bring you the joy of sharing. Come, sit with me in
sacred circle around the fire of heart’s love. I open you
to the bonds that do not break; to loyalty; to devotion.
I bring you the power of freedom. Together, we go to
the wild places and return home to the place of safety.
I will stay by you. I will not desert you.

Image courtesy of nixxphotography at FreeDigitalPhotos.net
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Wear my wolf-skin with honour and feel the certainty
of inner knowing. Take your place amongst the elders
with silent strength. Know your heart, Wolf Runner,
and do not be afraid to speak your truth.
Your teaching can heal the grieving soul and soothe
the broken spirit. Be gentle, little wolf, be kind. I will
guide you to your inner place of truth. Follow me and
be sure.
I give you the gift of self-knowledge; singularity in
the midst of plurality; the power of community.
Follow me and your steps will be strong and certain
and confident. I will teach you to understand the song
of your soul and hear the wisdom of your master self.
I bring you the power of touch; the ability to
communicate; the role of the message maker. Use
your words wisely, my brother.
I am the nightwalker; I am the song singer; I am the
moon watcher.
I am WOLF. Join me and together we will howl to
the moon.

Freelance writer Karen Cavalli
has published extensively online
and in print magazines and books.
Her fiction and non-fiction have
won awards. Cavalli lives and
writes in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
and her current writing project
focuses on the hidden state of spirit
in America. Contact: karen@
karencavalli.com

Christina Rai Wheelwright has studied with shamans both
locally and internationally. She is also
an evolutionary astrologer, writer and
energy worker trained in reflexology
and craniosacral therapy. The wolf
mandala on page 11 is by Clem, a BC
artist whose work features spiritual
themes and shamanic symbols. You
can see and purchase his work on
Christina's website at christinarai.
com/jewelledmandala.htm.

show pretty clear signs of consciousness. You name
the animal, look carefully enough and they’ll likely
and other mammals. They lack the neocortex that so show it to you. My favourite example of consciousness,
many scientists tell us is necessary for intelligence. though – the most endearing to me – is the
Yet, they are clearly intelligent.
consciousness exhibited
Crows make tools – both in the
by the weird creatures we
lab and in the wild. Parrots can
call octopuses. They’re
do more than mimic words;
molluscs, the same class of
they can learn to use them in
animals as snails. Yet they
context – and can even use
are shockingly intelligent.
them to answer basic math
I recommend that you
questions. Chickens can learn
Google the fascinating
to come when called and
article, “Deep Intellect,”
to accomplish some pretty
in Orion Magazine.
impressive feats. They can
Octopuses can solve
identify colours and patterns
multilevel puzzles with
and even learn to adjust their The mind of an octopus may be distributed across its whole body. ease. In captivity, they
paths around an obstacle course
recognize
individual
according to the shapes of the pylons there.
humans and can show consistent affection or distaste
Pigs and cows and bears and turtles and bees all toward them for reasons that we do not really

understand. Most interesting of all, they are physically
so very different from us. They have no skeleton. Their
minds may well be distributed across their bodies. Yes,
there is a central brain, about the size of a walnut, but
most neurons in octopuses are in their arms, and those
arms can act independently of the brain.
Life is so incredibly diverse – and so very much of it
is conscious. Yes, we humans have a huge advantage
– our complicated languages that allow us to pass
information across vast distances and generations is
our biggest one, I’d say. But, deep down, we’re not
that different from our non-human relatives. I agree
with Charles Darwin: we differ in degree – and that
degree can be substantial – but not in
substance.

MYSTERY continued from page 6

David Steele is a retired molecular
biologist. He is also the president of
Earthsave Canada and a popular
public speaker.
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Dos’s Day

Photo supplied by Prairie Sky Books

By PAT OLSON

Pat Olson is a longtime patron of Prairie Sky Books.
The bookstore's beloved live-in cat, Dos, was fatally
hit last summer by a car.
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He awoke every day to the sunshine,
Sparkling off the witch’s balls,
And perused all the ornaments and tapestries,
Hanging on the walls.

He always loved a party,
Especially if it was in his name,
And was up for all the festivities,
The hugs and the treats and the games.

His cat curiosity was a mystery,
That he kept to his own self,
Sometimes he could be found just snoozing,
Among the books on the shelf.

Year round he was the best cat,
With a nature pure as a mountain stream,
Calm and quiet, gentle and sweet,
And always contented and serene.

He loved to meet the visitors,
Give them a rub and a purr,
Showing off his pretty face,
And his velvet-soft white and grey fur.

Dear Dos you will be sadly missed,
Both by those who owned you and who came to the store,
You brightened our days in so many ways,
When you greeted us at the door.

With his little pink nose he would sniff,
And seek out something behind the door,
Or lie on his back as a sunbeam,
Danced across him on the floor.

But though you’ve crossed the Rainbow Bridge,
Your little spirit with us all still bides,
When we peruse the shelves and look at the gifts,
You are right there by our sides.

He liked to help the customers,
Make their purchases every day,
By lying upon the cash register,
And letting his tail swish and sway.

And, oh, there I think I see a little pink nose,
And what is that? I see two little grey ears,
Peeking out from behind the tarot cards,
Or whisking among the crystals and spheres.

Come evening time, he settled in,
For a night of sleep and rest,
Beside the trickling fountains,
Or beside a hand-carved wooden chest.

You’re the dinging sound of the cash register,
The sound of talking voices and ringing phone,
You have not gone away from us,
You did not leave us alone.

At night he was never lonely,
He knew loved ones were never far away,
And with the coming of the morn,
He would greet them for another day.

No, you, have not passed, you did not die,
You are with us for always,
You’re the sunshine sparkling off the witch’s balls,
At the start of each and every day.
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products services
Alternative therapies
Integrated Energy Services and Reconnective Healing...........................................................................204-832-6119
Jennifer Oborne Crolly, B.Ed., CBP, Certified BodyTalk Practitioner. 301 Nassau St. N. 204-229-6257
Manitoba Hypnotherapists’ Association, manitobahypnosis.com....... 204-515-5448 or 204-781-1233
Monique L. Dorge, Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy........................... hunakane@shaw.ca 204-254-8563

Classes, seminars and Workshops
All inclusive. Pain Stress Sick Lost? WE can help......www.bbcanada.com/7283.html 204-353-2385
Hypnotherapy, NLP and Timeline Therapy™ Certification by john@tozeland.com........204 229-5734
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sat. of month, mbastrology.com....... 204-990-4970 or 204-475-0812

COACHING, CONSULTATIONS & COUNSELING
La Loba Services – Brainwave Optimization specialists.................................................204-612-1579
Monique L. Dorge, Teacher, Body-Mind Analysis ................. hunakane@shaw.ca ... 204-254-8563
SoulFireCafe.com - Healing Barriers to Happiness......................................................... 204-299-6133

HEALTH CENTRES
Giselle’s: Rooted in wholistic, natural, healthy & organic, a calm spa oasis..............204-253-0900
Vitality Wellness Center...........................................................www.vitalitywellness.ca 204-831-8842

Massage THERAPY
Authentic Wellness, Julie Sagnes, RMT. Hawaiian Bodywork, Reiki...........................204-963-2396
Koi Massage Therapy & Wellness Centre on Corydon................................................... 204-952-7440
Monique L. Dorge, Hawaiian Huna Kane Massage.......................hunakane@shaw.ca....204-254-8563

Products
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave......................... www.radiancegifts.com 204-284-4231
Virginia’s Soap-Deli, Fresh & Natural......................................................................www.virginasoap.com

readings
Monique L. Dorge, Lifestyle Consultant, Face Reading parties.....hunakane@shaw.ca 204-254-8563
Readings by Nancy, psychic card reader and astrologer with over 15 years exp........ 204-775-8368
Trevor Psychic / Intuitive, in person or online, ............................ www.trevorsense.com 204-504-9575

spiritual centres
The Sanctuary: Crystal bowl healings, Solstice/Equinox events................. www.sanctuarymb.com 204-897-7183
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office five minutes early.
You walk into the office
and everyone is staring at
you. You assume they are
admiring your new shirt,
even though it already has
a coffee stain on it.
Given
the
choice
between one of these
situations, the first being
an
overall
negative
experience, and the
second an overall positive
experience, the second
one depicts a much
happier day. Whether it’s
a coincidence, or selfconfidence, or pure luck,
or none of the above, in
the second situation the
day turns out a lot better when it is believed that it will. Faith isn’t just a feeling, it’s
also an attitude, and since most of us are looking for positive experiences in life,
having a positive attitude can make a significant difference.
Everyone has something in their life that makes them unhappy. Whether it be large
amounts of homework, difficult interactions with co-workers, or ill dependents, so
it is up to us as individuals to turn those negative experiences into happy ones. Or,
at the very least, acknowledge that despite unpleasant duties in life, happiness can
still be found.
By having religious or spiritual faith, or by having faith in humanity, it is possible
to believe that happiness can be found. The faith we as human beings can find in
each other is just as meaningful as the faith we can find in the divine.
Having faith may very well be like believing in magic, but no magic will come
your way if you don’t believe it’s there. The same is true for
faith, because unless you believe that you are worthy of positive
experiences and good things in life, it will be difficult to let
yourself accept the pleasant gifts life offers. Everyone deserves to
be happy, so this New Year make the choice yourself to have faith
that your piece of happiness can be found each and every day.
Photo by Kristi Dorian
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Jessica Lazaruk is a co-op student at the University of Manitoba’s
Asper School of Business, majoring in Marketing and Leadership
& Organizations.
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